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Abstract
Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM) models relate the dark matter density to the baryon asymmetry,
so that a natural mass scale for ADM is around a few GeV. In existing models of ADM, this mass
scale is unexplained; here we generate this GeV scale for dark matter (DM) from the weak scale
via gauge kinetic mixing with a new Abelian dark force. In addition, this dark sector provides
an efficient mechanism for suppressing the symmetric abundance of DM through annihilations to
the dark photon. We augment this sector with a higher dimensional operator responsible for
communicating the baryon asymmetry to the dark sector. Our framework also provides DM
candidate for gauge mediation models. It results in a direct detection cross section of interest
for current experiments: σp . 10−42 cm2 for DM masses in the range 1− 15 GeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Despite its successes, the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) fails to account for
either the origin of the baryon–anti-baryon asymmetry or the identity of the Dark Matter
(DM). In the standard thermal freeze-out paradigm for DM, the DM and baryon densities are
determined by unrelated dynamical processes. By contrast, in the framework of Asymmetric
Dark Matter (ADM) [1–13], the number density of the dark matter is set by the baryon
asymmetry. Because the observed DM energy density is comparable to the baryon density
today, the DM mass in these models is usually 1-10 GeV (see [2–5, 14, 15] for exceptions).
Models of ADM typically assume that the universe has a net B − L asymmetry [12],
generated by an unspecified baryogenesis mechanism at some high temperature. This
asymmetry is subsequently transferred to a dark sector, and this asymmetry in the dark
sector fixes the DM abundance. For the asymmetry to dominate the energy density of the
DM, the symmetric part must annihilate away efficiently. It is not always straightforward to
achieve a sufficiently high annihilation cross section. After all, the DM is not charged under
U(1)EM or SU(3)C . Furthermore, its light mass, when combined with constraints on the
invisible width of the Z0 boson, precludes large interactions via the weak force. If a higher
dimension operator is responsible for this annihilation, the suppression scale needs to be
near or below the weak scale to achieve a large enough annihilation cross section [16]. Then
one must ask the question why no hint of this new physics has been observed yet. Hence,
the requirement of large symmetric annihilation cross sections implies a challenge for ADM
model building.
One possible solution to this problem occurs when light fields couple strongly to the DM.
For example, an axion from the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM)
can play this role. The DM can efficiently annihilate to the singlet axion which subsequently
decays; this mechanism was employed in [12]. Here, we build on this approach. Suppose the
dark sector contains a new dark force, and the dark gauge boson has a mass lighter than
the DM, i.e. roughly a GeV. Then the light gauge boson can provide the light annihilation
mode, in analogy with the NMSSM axion. The cross section for this annihilation can be large,
solving the challenge of reducing the symmetric component of the DM. If the dark gauge
boson has a small kinetic mixing with U(1)Y , it can subsequently decay to SM fermions.
In addition, supersymmetrizing these models can provide ways for the sub-weak scale to be
generated naturally [17–23].
Large direct detection cross sections can result from the vector interaction in models
where the DM annihilates to a U(1)d gauge boson that mixes with the SM photon. DAMA
[24] and the recent CoGeNT [25] results hint at a light DM candidate with a large cross
section. The mass of the DM required to explain these signals is in the correct range for
ADM [26–29]. Whether or not these hints are borne out in future experiments, the models
presented here demonstrate that the observation of light DM at direct detection experiments
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might point towards a model of GeV hidden sector ADM.
In the next section we present a toy model that illustrates the main features of ADM
models with dark photons. In Sec. III we give a realistic supersymmetric (SUSY) model
which realizes this paradigm. In Sec. IV we discuss the cosmological history of this simple
SUSY model. In Sec. V we discuss the direct detection cross section and then turn in Sec. VI
to exploring the collider implications of this model. Then we conclude.
II. INGREDIENTS
In models of ADM, there are two key ingredients: an operator that transfers the
asymmetry from the SM to the DM and a large annihilation mode that effectively suppresses
the symmetric component of the relic density. In this section we present a simple non-SUSY
model that demonstrates the broad features of ADM models with a dark Abelian gauge
group.
The Lagrangian for the dark sector is
L = χ¯(i /D −mχ)χ+ |DµH ′|2 − V (H ′)
−1
4
bµνb
µν +

2
bµνB
µν +Oasym. (1)
Here bµν and Bµν are the dark gauge boson and hypercharge field strengths, respectively. χ
is a Dirac fermion with charge Q under U(1)d – it is the DM, and H
′ is the dark Higgs with
charge −1 under U(1)d. The operator Oasym transfers the B − L asymmetry from the SM
sector to the dark sector.  parametrizes a kinetic mixing between the dark photon and the
hypercharge boson. It is naturally generated by integrating out matter charged under both
symmetries; the result is an  of the size [30]:
 ∼ gY gd
16pi2
log
M ′
M
, (2)
where gY is the hypercharge coupling constant; gd is the U(1)d coupling constant, and the
logarithm of scales results from splittings between fields charged under both symmetries.
Due to the loop factor suppression,  ∼ 10−3, at least in the absence of large logarithmic
enhancements. When H ′ acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value (vev), the dark U(1)
is broken and the dark photon becomes massive. The dominant symmetric annihilation
mode for the DM is χ¯χ→ γdγd.
The asymmetry transfer operator must conserve dark charge, and so is of the form
Oasym = (H
′nχp)OB−L
Λr
(3)
where Λ is the mass suppression scale, p = n/Q, and OB−L is an operator with a non-zero
B − L number that involves only SM fields. p > 1 is a necessary condition for ensuring the
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stability of the DM. Using the equilibrium methods outlined in [31], one can solve for the
DM asymmetry in terms of the B−L asymmetry. If this asymmetric component dominates,
the measured value of the DM relic density determines the mass of the DM. We discuss
how the choice of transfer operator and corresponding Λ singles out a DM mass in Sec. IV.
Here, we note only that this operator need be in equilibrium after the baryon asymmetry
is generated, but must go out of equilibrium before T ∼ mχ, or the DM asymmetry will be
Boltzmann suppressed.
III. A SUPERSYMMETRIC MODEL
Supersymmetry will stabilize both the electroweak scale as well as the dark scale. While
in the above model the DM mass is put in by hand, here we can generate it dynamically.
We propose the following model:
Ld ⊃
∫
d2θ
(
λSTH ′ +

2
WdWY
)
. (4)
Here S is a singlet, while T has charge +1 under U(1)d. The dark Higgs, H
′, has charge −1
under U(1)d. Wd and WY represent the gauge field strength superfields for the dark photon
and hypercharge, respectively, with kinetic mixing . In the absence of large soft terms in
the hidden sector, this model gives rise to a symmetry breaking pattern where 〈S〉 = 〈T 〉 = 0
and 〈H ′〉 6= 0 [21, 23].1 There is an accidental global symmetry under which S = +1 and
T = −1, leading to a stable state. The lightest component of the S and T chiral superfields
constitutes the DM.
We suppose SUSY breaking is communicated to the MSSM by gauge mediation, while
the U(1)d does not couple directly to the messengers. Then the hidden sector is shielded
from SUSY breaking in the MSSM and only receives soft-terms via the small kinetic
mixing parameter. Once electroweak symmetry is broken, the kinetic mixing induces an
effective Fayet-Illiopoulos (FI) D-term for the U(1)d, 〈DY 〉, as in [21]. Ignoring the small
supersymmetry breaking effects, the potential is
V =
1
2
(
gd(|T |2 − |H ′|2) + 〈DY 〉
)2
+ |λ|2 (|S|2|H ′|2 + |S|2|T |2 + |T |2|H ′|2) , (5)
where 〈DY 〉 = gY v
2c2β
4
+ ξY . Here, v = 246 GeV is the effective MSSM Higgs vev,
tan β = vu/vd. ξY is a “fundamental” FI term for hypercharge whose existence is more
model dependent. For example, a weak scale ξY can be naturally generated in U(1) messenger
models of gauge mediation [33]. For c2β = −1 and ξY = 0,
√|DY | ' 72 GeV. Then for
1 Note this superpotential was also recently considered in an attempt to explain the CoGeNT excess in [32],
in a symmetric DM model and with different assumptions about supersymmetry breaking.
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 = 10−3 and 〈DY 〉 ' 5 GeV2, the GeV scale has been generated from the weak scale. The
dark Higgs, H ′, obtains a vev to cancel the D-term
〈H ′〉 =
√
〈DY 〉
gd
, (6)
from which the scalars obtain masses
m2H′ = 2g
2
d〈H ′〉2; m2S = m2T = λ2〈H ′〉2. (7)
The mass of the dark photon is
mγ˜d =
√
2gd〈H ′〉. (8)
At this point, the vacuum is supersymmetric. The mass matrix in the fermion sector (in the
(λ˜d, H˜
′, S˜, T˜ ) basis) is given by
M =

0
√
2gd〈H ′〉 0 0√
2gd〈H ′〉 0 0 0
0 0 0 λ〈H ′〉
0 0 λ〈H ′〉 0
 . (9)
The dark Higgsino-photino mass eigenstate, γ˜d, is degenerate with the gauge boson, and the
S − T fermions, ψ and ψ¯, are degenerate with their scalar superpartners.
We now address how the small SUSY breaking effects leak into this sector. In particular,
two loop gauge mediated diagrams contribute positive mass squareds to the T and H ′ scalars
via the kinetic mixing. We normalize the size of this contribution to right handed selectron
mass, m˜Ec , as
∆m˜2T,H′ = 
2
(
gd
gY
)2
m˜2Ec . (10)
This equation is valid at the messenger scale; renormalization group running to the hidden
sector scale is a 10% effect. This soft mass affects the cosmology of this model since it raises
the T scalar above ψ.
Because it is a singlet, the S scalar does not receive a positive (mass)2 from gauge
mediation. Rather, it has a negative soft mass squared at one loop due to the presence
of the T and H ′ soft masses. This lowers the S scalar just below ψ by an amount
∆m˜2S = −
2λ2
16pi2
(∆m˜2H′ + ∆m˜
2
T ) log
(
Mmess
mS
)
. (11)
Here Mmess is the messenger scale where the soft masses are generated. Thus the lightest
state charged under the S/T parity is the S scalar. It is this state which constitutes the DM.
While the splittings of Eqs. (10) and (11) will be most important for cosmology, for
completeness we note the leading splitting in the gauge multiplet. The dark photino gets a
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∼ 10 GeV
T
ψ
S
∼ GeV γd, γ˜d, H ′
 GeV G˜
FIG. 1: The spectrum of the SUSY model. We have illustrated the mass pattern of the S/T
multiplet (not to scale) since this splitting determines the identity of the DM. The splittings within
the dark photon multiplet have been suppressed.
small correction from mixing with the MSSM gauge sector that splits the fermion into two
Majorana states around the dark gauge boson. Including the leading corrections to the dark
photino mass,
m
(1,2)
γ˜d
=
√
2gd〈H ′〉 ± 2
(
m2Zs
2
W s2β
µ
+
m2γ˜d
M1
)
. (12)
There are two contributions to the mass of the dark Higgs radial mode, h′, which take it
away from the SUSY limit: the small correction from mixing with the Higgs boson via the
D-term and a 1-loop radiative correction which contributes to its quartic. The correction
to the quartic is the larger of the two. It shifts the physical dark Higgs boson mass by an
amount
∆m2h′ =
λ4〈H ′〉2
16pi2
log
m2T
m2ψ
' λ
2
8pi2
∆m˜2T . (13)
To allow efficient annihilation of the S/T sector to gauge bosons, we choose
√
2gd < λ.
The spectrum is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Aside from the gravitino, γ˜d is the lightest
R-odd particle. Although the dark gaugino is slightly lighter than the gauge bosons, thermal
effects allow it to annihilate to the gauge bosons which subsequently decay. We describe this
process in detail in Sec. IV.
There are phenomenological constraints on an Abelian GeV hidden sector. If the dark
photon mass is smaller than the mass of the Υ(3s), the lack of observation of dark photons
at B-factories constrains the mγd −  parameter space [34], yielding  . 4 × 10−3. For
larger dark photon masses, the strongest constraints are  . 10−2 coming from precision
electroweak measurements – there are  suppressed couplings to the Z0 which can lead to
changes in these observables [35]. Finally, avoiding Landau poles for λ before the GUT scale
enforces λ . 1.5 which (due to the requirement that
√
2gd < λ in our model) constrains
gd . 1.1. If one only requires no Landau poles appear before O(10 TeV), this constraint is
λ . 2.5 and gd . 1.8. Stronger constraints on /gd from the Landau pole are dependent
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upon the DM mass (see Sec. IV below). We plot the excluded region due to all of these
constraints in Fig. 2.
IV. COSMOLOGY
The proposed SUSY model of ADM with a dark photon has a non-trivial cosmological
history. In particular, the near degeneracy of the states which comprise the DM and massive
dark photon superfields imply the potential for late decays. In the analysis that follows, we
demonstrate that we maintain the success of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). In addition,
the presence of the global symmetry on S/T and R-parity results in two stable states, S
and the gravitino. We must check that ΩDM is dominated by the asymmetric part of the S
density.
We present two different asymmetry transfer operators. One of these operators has
processes that re-symmetrize the DM and anti-DM at late times. The model with a
symmetric DM density today is subject to additional constraints. For this reason, this
transfer operator must be discussed separately.
In all cases, we assume that the gravitino mass is ≤ 16 eV, consistent with low-energy
gauge mediation, in order to evade constraints from measurements of the Lyman-α forest
without restricting the reheat temperature after inflation [36]. We will conclude this section
with some variations on our canonical cosmology.
One key component of ADM models is the requirement of an asymmetry transfer
mechanism. We assume that the transfer occurs via some higher dimensional operator,
Oasym, generated by integrating out physics at a scale, M . The states integrated out to
generate Oasym can be charged under both U(1)d and U(1)Y , and in principle could also be
responsible for generating . We are agnostic about the source of the (B − L) asymmetry -
we only require that it is generated before Oasym falls out of equilibrium.
Since the S field is a gauge singlet,2 asymmetry transfer operators will have the following
generic form [12]:
Oasym = S
pOB−L
M r
, (14)
where OB−L is a SM gauge singlet operator involving only MSSM fields with a non-zero
B−L number q. This operator transfers the B−L into the S/T global symmetry. The four
lowest dimension MSSM superpotential operators with |q| = 1 are LHu, U cDcDc, LLEc,
or LQDc. Higher q operators can be built from combinations of these. The size of the
asymmetry produced only depends on q [37, 38].
2 One is also free to use the combination (TH ′) in constructing these operators.
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Assuming the symmetric component of the DM abundance is negligible (we verify this
in specific cases below), we can compute the S − S† asymmetry using standard equilibrium
methods [31]. Above the 〈H ′〉 6= 0 phase transition there is the additional requirement that
the net U(1)d charge is zero. If Oasym decouples before the electroweak phase transition
(EWPT), the mass for the DM in the SUSY model is given by
mDM =
158
33
p
|q|
ΩDM
ΩB
B
B − Lmp ' (7.1 GeV)
p
|q| , (15)
where mp is the proton mass. ΩDM is the DM relic abundance, and ΩB is the abundance of
baryonic matter. B/(B − L) ' 0.35 with an uncertainty of O(10%) due to the details of
the sphalerons and the EWPT [31]. If the asymmetry transfer operator decouples after the
EWPT but before the dark sector phase transition (which occurs at T ∼ mDM), the effective
B − L transferred is different, and
mDM =
197
87
p
|q|
ΩDM
ΩB
B
B − Lmp ' (3.3 GeV)
p
|q| . (16)
In the main body of the text, we will focus on the operators:
O(1)asym =
S2U cDcDc
M2(1)
(
or
S2LLEc
M2(−1)
, etc.
)
; (17)
O(−2)asym =
S2(LHu)
2
M3(−2)
, (18)
where the superscript refers to the B −L number, q, for the MSSM operator. We will show
in an appendix that O(−1)asym = (S2LHu)/M(−1) does not give rise to a viable cosmology when
all constraints are analyzed. If they decouple above the EWPT, these operators imply a DM
mass:
m
(1)
DM = 14.2 GeV ⇒ λ
√
/gd
10−1
(√〈DY 〉
72 GeV
)
= 0.62; (19)
m
(−2)
DM = 7.1 GeV ⇒ λ
√
/gd
10−2
(√〈DY 〉
72 GeV
)
= 1.0. (20)
Hence, the choice of operator implies a relationship among the parameters in the dark sector.
One can use the upper bounds on λ arising from the absence of a Landau pole to constrain
the minimum allowed /gd, see Fig. 2.
A. After Decoupling of Asymmetry Transfer
After U(1)d is broken, the asymmetric DM abundance is spread across S, T, and ψ in
the ratios 1
3
, 1
3
, and 1
3
. However, the ψ and T are unstable. Since we are working in the
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context of low scale gauge mediation, the decays T → G˜ψ and ψ → G˜S are allowed. Decays
to gauginos are kinematically forbidden due to the small mass splitting between the S, T
scalars and ψ fermion. The decay width for these processes are:
Γ(T → ψG˜) = 1
8pi
(m2T −m2ψ)4
F 2m3T
; (21)
Γ(ψ → SG˜) = 1
16pi
(m2ψ −m2S)4
F 2m3ψ
, (22)
where we have assumed a massless gravitino. Since the decays are invisible to the SM,
these processes will not interfere with BBN predictions. In any case, for the parameters we
consider, they occur on time scales less than a second. These mass splittings are calculable
in terms of the underlying parameters and are given by (see Eqs. (10) and (11)):
m2T −m2ψ ' 3× 10−3
( gd
10−4
)2( m˜Ec
200 GeV
)2
GeV2; (23)
m2ψ −m2S ' 6× 10−4λ2
( gd
10−4
)2( m˜Ec
200 GeV
)2
GeV2. (24)
Depending upon the asymmetry transfer operator, decays that change the DM asymmetry
number by two units could also be allowed. This ‘re-symmetrization’ of the DM must occur
when the DM number density is sufficiently low to prevent annihilations from turning back
on, re-coupling the DM and reducing the relic density. Since the cross section for annihilation
of DM is large in these models, the operators that allow re-symmetrization of the DM
abundance are also tightly constrained by indirect signals. We will discuss this further when
we consider specific asymmetry transferring operators.
The symmetric abundance of S should be subdominant to the asymmetric density, so
that the DM density is truly set by the baryon asymmetry and not thermal freeze-out. The
S annihilations are dominated by the process SS† → γ˜dγ˜†d, which comes from the t-channel
exchange of a T fermion. This annihilation cross section is approximately
〈σsymv〉 '
(
2× 10−20cm3/s)λ4(7 GeV
mS
)2
, (25)
where we have assumed that the gauge sector is much lighter than the ADM sector. This
yields a symmetric relic density of
ΩsymS h
2 ' 2× 10−8λ−4
( mS
7 GeV
)2
 0.1, (26)
which is clearly subdominant to the measured abundance of DM.
The cosmology of γd and h
′ is straightforward since they both decay to the SM via 
suppressed couplings long before BBN. The story is not so simple for the dark photino. The
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presence of R-parity stabilizes the lightest of the superpartners, which for this scenario (low
energy SUSY breaking), is the gravitino. The dark photino is the second lightest R-odd
state, and decays via 1/F suppressed couplings. Due to the dark photino’s near degeneracy
with the dark photon, the dominant decay channel is γ˜d → γG˜, which is suppressed both by
the scale SUSY breaking and the kinetic mixing . This decay time is [21]
τ(γ˜d → γG˜) = 190 s
(
10−3

)2(
GeV
mγ˜d
)5( √
F
50 TeV
)4
. (27)
This late production of photons could, in principle, alter the predictions of BBN. This
depends on the destructive power of the dark photinos, which is given by mγ˜dnγ˜d/s ≡ mγ˜dYγ˜d ,
where nγ˜d is the number density of photinos and s is the entropy density of the universe.
Since the Higgsino component of the dark photino induces an interaction between the dark
photino and the dark photon, the number density is set by these interactions. Though
the dark photino and photon masses are degenerate, the thermal tail of the Boltzmann
distribution allows efficient annihilation of the dark photinos. To good approximation, the
annihilation cross-section for this process is given by [23]:
〈σγ˜dv〉 '
g4d
16pim2γ˜d
vf.o. ' 7× 10−24cm3/s
( gd
0.1
)4(1 GeV
mγ˜d
)2 (vf.o.
0.3
)
, (28)
where vf.o. is the velocity when the dark photinos freeze out. Hence, the dark photinos
can have a small relic abundance when they decay to a gravitino and a photon. In Fig. 2
we show the regions in the gd −  plane which do not alter the predictions of BBN and
satisfy constraints from B-factories and from precision electroweak (PEW) measurements.
In generating this figure we have done the full calculation of the thermally averaged cross
section to capture the effects of the degeneracy between the initial and final states. We
also show the region of specific choices of  and gd which can modify the abundance of Li-7,
alleviating the tension with the current measurements [39].
Next we explore the cosmology associated with transferring the asymmetry to the DM. We
pay particular attention to the requirement that the transfer operator not imply a Boltzmann
suppression for the asymmetry by remaining in equilibrium to very low scales, T < mDM.
This requirement constrains the asymmetry transfer scale, M . The physics involved in the
determination of this scale is sensitive to the choice of the transfer operator, so we discuss
each operator in turn.
B. Cosmology of Models with Oasym ∼ S2U cDcDc
The cosmology associated with the q = 1 operator is the most straightforward. Comments
similar to those below also apply to operators where U cDcDc is replaced by either LLEc
10
BBN
Li
B - Factories
PEW
3 GeV
7 GeV
14 GeV
10-2 10-1
10-4
10-3
10-2
gd
Ε
BBN
Li
B - Factories
PEW
3 GeV
7 GeV
14 GeV
10-2 10-1
10-4
10-3
10-2
gd
Ε
FIG. 2: Constraints in the  − gd plane. We have shown the regions which are excluded by BBN
constraints due to γ˜d → γG˜ [39] (orange), B-factories due to direct searches for γd [32] (green), and
precision electroweak measurements due to γd−Z0 mixing [35] (brown). The red region corresponds
to parameters which solve the lithium-7 problem [39]. One the left (right) we show contours where
λ is constrained so as not to reach Landau pole before MGUT (10 TeV) for mDM = 14.2 GeV,
mDM = 7.1 GeV and mDM = 3.3 GeV, assuming 〈DY 〉 = 72 GeV. The region below these contours
is excluded.
or LQDc. Since there are three MSSM fields involved which do not obtain vevs, at tree
level all asymmetry transfer interactions will involve at least one SM superpartner. For
these processes the transfer rate will be Boltzmann suppressed for temperatures below
the superpartner scale, and will be be strongly suppressed when T ∼ mDM. So, for low
temperatures (below the SUSY scale), the dominant process arises from a one-loop diagram
where a gluino is exchanged. This coverts two squarks to quarks and generates an effective
dimension-7 operator (SψSψdcψdcψuc/M
3
eff ). Taking a superpartner scale of 1 TeV, the
requirement that this effective operator be out of equilibrium before T ∼ mDM enforces the
mild constraint M(1) > 2 TeV.
If one imposes the stronger bound that the transfer operator decouples before the EWPT,
a stronger bound on M(1) is present. Depending on the precise spectrum of the superpartner
masses, either the tree-level or loop induced process can be the most important. However,
both give bounds of M(1) ∼ O(100 TeV). If this stronger condition holds, then the DM mass
is as given in Eq. (19), otherwise Eq. (16) applies.
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FIG. 3: The one-loop diagram which generates the S number violating mass bS .
C. Cosmology of Models with Oasym ∼ S2(LHu)2
For the q = −2 operator, the story is different: the process SS → ν†ν† has the potential to
wash-out the asymmetry. Requiring that this process be out of equilibrium at temperatures
of order the DM mass yields:
M(−2) & 20 TeV
( mS
7 GeV
)1/6
. (29)
The mass estimate of mDM in Eq. (15) requires the stronger condition that the asymmetry
transfer operator decouples at temperatures above the EWPT (and does not recouple once
〈Hu〉 6= 0). This implies that M(−2) & 30 TeV.
The origin of neutrino masses has a strong impact on the cosmology for this transfer
operator. If neutrinos are Majorana, then the superpotential operator (LHu)
2/MνR is non-
vanishing, where MνR is the right handed neutrino mass scale. The operator S
2(LHu)
2
equates L number with S number. Therefore, the neutrino mass operator violates S number
and generates a mass term via the one-loop diagram in Fig. 3 that breaks S number by two
units, bSSS + h.c.. This splits the real and imaginary components of the S scalar by
∆mS =
bS
mS
' 1
16pi2
v2c2βµ
2
M3(−2)
mν
mS
log
(
m˜νL
Mmess
)
' 4× 10−22 GeV
(
7 GeV
mS
)( µ
100 GeV
)2(105 GeV
M(−2)
)3
. (30)
Here µ is the supersymmetric Higgs mass parameter; m˜νL is the sneutrino soft mass, and
mν is the neutrino mass. This splitting will induce S − S† oscillations when H ∼ ∆mS
similar to [14].
When these oscillations begin, one must check that the now symmetric relic density does
not recouple and annihilate away. This condition is given by H(Tr) > ∆mS, where the re-
coupling temperature (Tr ∼ m3S/λ4) is in the range 0.1− 100 keV. This constraint implies a
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limit on M(−2) & 105 GeV which is more restrictive than the decoupling constraints described
above in Eq. (29). Hence, the asymmetry operator decouples before the EWPT, and the
DM mass is 7.1 GeV, from Eq. (15).
Even if the oscillations do not occur so early as to affect the relic density, they could
lead to residual annihilation which could give additional constraints. The annihilation mode
SS† → γ˜†dγ˜d → γγG˜G˜ could produce photons which can effect the reionization depth of
the CMB, see [40] for a recent analysis. The quantity constrained is the annihilation cross
section times the ionization fraction, f . For DM in the 10 GeV range,
f〈σv〉
(
ρS
ρDM
)(
ρS†
ρDM
)
=
1
4
f〈σv〉 . few × 10−26 cm3/s. (31)
We expect that f will be in the range 0.1 − 0.5. Hence, if oscillations occur before
recombination, the requirement 〈σv〉 . 10−24 translates to λ . 0.1.
After fixing λ ∼ 0.1, one must check that mS = 7.1 GeV can be achieved in this model.
To obtain a DM mass of this size, one must maximize the ratio /gd. From Fig. 2, the
maximum this ratio can be is (/gd)max ∼ (7× 10−3/7× 10−3), which, when combined with
λ ∼ 0.1, implies mS = 7.2 GeV. Hence, this scenario is marginally feasible. Including a bare
FI term for hypercharge could mitigate this tension. Note that this point in parameter space
should be probed by the existing but as yet unanalyzed data from the B-factories.
Alternatively, if M(−2) & 1010 GeV, the oscillations occur at temperatures below an eV.
Hence there are no DM annihilations during recombination. In this case, the strongest
constraints come from considering the effect of DM annihilation on reionizing the universe.
Since the high energy photons which result from the SS† → γ˜†dγ˜d → γγG˜G˜ annihilations are
poor ionizers [41], the strongest constraint comes from (for example) the annihilation channel
SS† → γdγd → e+e−e+e− where the electrons subsequently upscatter CMB photons. This
cross section is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller then the one quoted in Eq. (25).
This translates into a bound3 λ . 0.3 [41]. Note that this larger value of λ will alleviate
some of the tension with achieving the correct size for mS.
If M−2 & 1012 GeV, then DM has not begun oscillating yet. Alternately, since the mass
splitting is proportional to the Majorana neutrino mass, if the neutrinos have Dirac masses
no oscillation occurs. In these cases, the DM abundance would still be asymmetric today
and the above constraints do not apply.
3 In [41] the DM mass is 100 GeV. Since our DM is 7.1 GeV in this model the constraint will be slightly
stronger then what they quote.
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D. Variations on the Cosmological History
In this section we will explore various other allowed cosmological histories beyond the
simplest story we have presented above. For example, one could imagine a scenario with a
heavier gravitino. The dark sector will generically feel anomaly mediated supersymmetry
breaking contributions, which for too large a gravitino mass could potentially raise the DM
above the GeV scale or destabilize the H ′ vev. This implies
α
4pi
m3/2 =
α
4pi
F√
3mPl
. GeV⇒
√
F . 2× 1010 GeV, (32)
which implies a bound of m3/2 . 130 GeV. Thus, the gravitino can be heavier than the dark
photino. In this case, the photino cannot decay, so one should ensure that the abundance of
dark photinos is small enough to only constitute a subdominant portion of the DM:
Ωγ˜dh
2 ' 3.5× 10−2
(
0.02
gd
)4 ( mγ˜d
1 GeV
)2( 0.3
vf.o.
)
. (33)
This implies a lower bound on gd & 0.02. Alternately, a small amount of R-parity violation
(RPV) in the MSSM could allow dark photino decays without spoiling BBN. If this RPV
is provided by a LLEc or LQDc operator, assuming no non-trivial textures, this implies a
value for the coefficient near the limits from µ→ eγ.
In this scenario, the gravitino would decay to dark photinos as well. Again, constraints
from BBN would limit the abundance of gravitinos produced in the early universe, which
translates into a constraint on the reheat temperature of the universe of O(105 GeV) [42].
This could pose a problem for asymmetry transfer operators which require higher reheat
temperatures to ensure the transfer is ever in equilibrium.
Another way to avoid a gravitino overabundance is to imagine a too-large baryon
asymmetry was generated via the Aﬄeck-Dine mechanism [43], which was subsequently
diluted by a period of late-time inflation to the measured value while simultaneously diluting
the gravitinos. Since the DM is set by the same large asymmetry, it would be diluted by the
same fraction and would maintain the correct ratio between the relic density of baryons and
DM.
V. DIRECT DETECTION
Since S is neutral under the dark gauge force, tree-level direct detection proceeds either
by the exchange of h′ via mixing with the MSSM Higgs, which is suppressed by , or by
mixing with the T via the Aλ term to exchange a dark photon. However, since we have
assumed that the only SUSY breaking is communicated to the dark sector through kinetic
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mixing, this A-term is suppressed by 2. So, these tree-level diagrams are small. However,
once H ′ acquires a vev the S scalar receives a coupling to the dark photon at the one-loop
level:
λ2gd
16pi2
4g4d − λ4 + 4λ2g2dlog
(
λ2
2g2d
)
2(2g2d − λ2)2
S†←→∂µSγµd ≡ gdqeffS†←→∂µSγµd . (34)
This coupling is analogous to the one-loop Z0bb¯ vertex corrections from a charged Higgs and
a top quark [44].
Since the dark photon only couples to the atomic number of the nucleus, the effective
cross section per proton is
σp =
4
pi
g4W c
4
Wµ
2
S,p
c22βm
4
W
q2eff , (35)
where gW is the weak coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak mixing angle, and µS,p
is the reduced mass of S and a proton. Due to the gd and  dependence in mγd (see Eq. (8)),
this cross section is approximately independent of both parameters [21]. This is
σp ' (9.1× 10−42cm2)λ4, (36)
where we have taken the limit λ  gd. This is not large enough to give rise to the signal
observed by CoGeNT, but it will be probed by a variety of upcoming experiments.
In Fig. 4, we have plotted the predicted range of direct detection cross sections,
appropriate to mDM = 14.2 GeV, 7.1 GeV and 3.3 GeV. The upper bound is due to
the assumption that there is no Landau pole for λ before the GUT scale, and the lower
bound occurs for the smallest allowed value of λ consistent with the correct DM mass (using
(/gd)max ' 1 as described in Sec. IV C). We also show the current Xenon-10 bound (solid
black line), the projected Xenon-100 bound, assuming 6000 kg-days (dashed green line),
the projected Xenon-1T bound (dotted blue line) [45], and the projected limit from the
Majorana experiment (dot-dashed purple line) [46]. We have normalized these bounds by
the factor (Z/A)2 which is appropriate for our model where scattering is only off of protons
(σp). For mDM =14.2 GeV, the largest values of λ are already excluded by Xenon-10 [47].
At 14 GeV, the bound from Xenon-10 is approximately 3 × 10−43 cm2, which translates to
λ < 0.7. Nearly the entire parameter space for mDM = 14.2 GeV can be probed by Xenon-
100 with 6,000 kg-days. For mDM = 7.1 GeV, Xenon-1T will cover the allowed region, and
for mDM = 3.3 GeV, Majorana will probe much of the allowed range. Hence, a combination
of current and proposed experiments will have the potential to cover most of the interesting
parameter space for this model.
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FIG. 4: The predictions for the direct detection scattering cross sections normalized per proton
(σp) for mDM = 14.2 GeV, 7.1 GeV and 3.3 GeV. We have plotted current/projected limits (also
normalized per proton) from Xenon-10 (solid black line), Xenon-100 with 6,000 kg-days (dashed
green line), Xenon-1T (dotted blue line) [45], and Majorana (dot-dashed purple line) [46].
VI. COLLIDERS
Finally, we discuss some collider implications of this class of models. There are three
portals into the dark sector which could potentially be probed: photon kinetic mixing, Higgs
boson mixing, and the asymmetry transfer operator.
The MSSM LSP (LSPMSSM) is unstable to decay to the low mass hidden sector [48,
49]. One mediation mechanism for decay to the hidden sector is through kinetic mixing,
as discussed in [17, 50]. The collider phenomenology of such scenarios has been studied
extensively recently; see for example [34, 51–57].
Photon kinetic mixing may also be probed via the decays of the LSPMSSM to the dark
sector [17, 19]. If the LSPMSSM is has electroweak quantum numbers, then it will decay
promptly to its SM partner and a dark gaugino via an -suppressed interaction. This dark
gaugino is stable on detector time scales, and so will manifest as missing energy. More
interesting is if LSPMSSM is a neutralino, since it will decay to a dark gaugino and dark
Higgs via  mixing in the neutralino mass matrix. The dark gaugino will again result in
missing energy. However, the dark Higgs will promptly decay back to SM fermions via
mixing with the MSSM Higgs boson. These could produce “lepton jets” [19].
The T and ψ fields couple to the Z0 and the MSSM Higgs boson via  suppressed couplings,
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so it will be difficult to produce these particles directly. Furthermore, the DM state S only
interacts through couplings which are both  and loop suppressed. Hence, the LHC study
of the DM will be indirect. There will be rare decay of the Higgs boson either to a pair of
dark photinos (invisible) or dark Higgs bosons (multijet). For the largest values of  these
branching ratios will be O(10%).
Finally, if the OB−L ∼ U cDcDc, then the UV completion will necessarily involve colored
objects, some of which could have the quantum numbers of diquarks. If this asymmetry
operator decouples after the EWPT (which would imply a DM mass quoted in Eq. (16)),
then this UV completion is a candidate for early discovery at the LHC [58, 59].
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a supersymmetric model of Asymmetric Dark Matter,
where the GeV scale for the DM mass is naturally generated by loop suppressed gauge
kinetic mixing between the hypercharge and dark gauge bosons. This scenario allows the
symmetric component of the DM to annihilate efficiently into the dark photons. Direct
detection signals proceed via interactions with the dark photon.
This model also provides a solution to the DM problem in models of low scale gauge
mediation where the very light gravitino is the LSP and cannot account for the DM. Since
gauge mediation is a key component for achieving the appropriate spectrum in this model,
the connection is robust. Hence, we have shown that this ADM module can provide the DM
for gauge mediated SUSY breaking models.
While we chose to focus on a simple model, this paradigm encompasses a large class of
theories which connect the ADM mass scale with the weak scale via a one loop suppression.
We note two interesting mechanisms for achieving this goal. The first was proposed in [20, 23]
and was coined “singlet meditation” by these authors. The idea is to mediate a weak scale
soft mass to a hidden sector singlet field which is then transferred to the rest of the dark
sector at one loop via Yukawa couplings. Another choice uses the ideas of [22], where the soft
spectrum of the MSSM is due to gaugino (or gravity) mediation while the dark sector only
receives contributions from anomaly mediation, again resulting in a one loop suppression.
Both of these ideas can be convolved with the ADM paradigm in straightforward – if not
minimal – ways, resulting in an explanation for the GeV scale DM mass.
Finally we note that the model presented here provides another example of GeV scale
DM with an observable direct detection cross section. The DM mass in models of this type
are typically ∼ 10 GeV, so direct detection experiments with low energy thresholds are best
suited to discover DM of this type.
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Appendix A: Models with Oasym ∼ S2LHu are not allowed
In this appendix, we argue that this operator is excluded. We begin by arguing for the
allowed size of mDM in models with this operator.
Since the size of mDM is determined by when the asymmetry transfer decouples with
respect to the EWPT, it depends on the size of M(−1). In particular, the process ψψ ↔ ν†γ˜d,
which proceeds via t-channel S exchange, controls the transfer once 〈Hu〉 6= 0. Since the
rate for this process is proportional to T for TEWPT > T > mS, it becomes more important
as the temperature decreases. Therefore, if this process were ever in equilibrium it would
necessarily lead to some washout since its decoupling would be controlled by the Boltzmann
suppression of the DM. Requiring that this process not be in equilibrium for any T > mS
implies a bound
M(−1) & 3× 108 GeV
(
λ
0.1
)(
14 GeV
mS
)1/2
. (A.1)
For the asymmetry transfer to decouple before T = TEWPT, requires examination of the
operator with 〈Hu〉 = 0, which gives the condition:
M(−1) & 6× 107 GeV
(
λ
0.1
)
. (A.2)
These two conditions together imply that in order to avoid washout, the asymmetry transfer
must decouple at T > TEWPT, and the DM mass is 14.2 GeV (see Eq. (15)).
For this operator, the decay ψ → S†ν† is allowed. This could give a non-trivial symmetric
component of the DM today. If this decay rate is sizable, the constraints described in
Sec. IV C are relevant which implies that λ . 0.1. In fact, given the CMB constraint, it
is not possible to achieve a DM mass as large as the required 14.2 GeV. As described in
Sec. IV C, maximizing the ratio /gd yields the largest possible DM mass. Using Fig. 2, this
ratio attains its maximum at (/gd)max ∼ (7 × 10−3/7 × 10−3), which when combined with
λ ∼ 0.1 implies mS = 7.2 GeV. Since this is far below 14.2 GeV, this scenario is excluded.
One might hope that the CMB constraint could be mitigated by ensuring that symmetric
decays ψ → G˜S dominate over the asymmetric decays. The decay width to gravitinos is
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given in Eq. (21) and to neutrinos is given by
Γ(ψ → S†ν†) = 1
32pi
v2 sin2 β
M2(−1)
(m2ψ −m2S)2
m3ψ
. (A.3)
Then the branching ratio is given by
BR(ψ → SG˜) = 1− BR(ψ → S†ν†) = 2M
2
(−1)(m
2
ψ −m2S)2
F 2v2s2β + 2M
2
(−1)(m
2
ψ −m2S)2
. (A.4)
To satisfy the CMB constraint for λ = 1 requires that BR(ψ → S†ν) . 10−4. For gd = 10−1
and  = 4 × 10−3, M(−1) & 1016 GeV. This implies the reheat temperature after inflation
must be ∼ 1016 GeV in order for this operator to ever have been in equilibrium, inconsistent
with the lack of observation of tensor modes at WMAP [60].
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